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Point out Selfridge strapped into Wright Flyer on bottom picture while Orville
performs his pre-flight check
Up to this time, Selfridge had considerable flights in tethered and non-tethered
balloons as well as gliders. He was pioneering a “new” Army career field called
“Observer” with the purpose being to reconnoiter enemy positions and movements
in real-time.
Fort Myer in the 21st Century has many more buildings and many more grave sites
than the wide open fields pre-dating WWI. Arlington Cemetery (the reason for Ft
Myer’s existence) was populated with Civil War and Spanish American War
veterans, along with some veterans of Cavalry campaigns. World War I ushered a
g
and utilization.
new era of cemeteryy management
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Aftermath:
Prop tip spinning so fast that 2 inches broke away from one blade. The shrapnel
sliced a guy wire, which allowed an elevator to rotate
Orville received several cracked ribs and a broken femur
Selfridge received a traumatic head injury and died during the night. Current
thinking is that if he had been wearing a helmet (not invented for another 20 years)
his head injury would have been much less severe
Epilogue: Ever since this first mishap, non-pilot
non pilot crew members – especially
navigators – have been highly suspicious of pilots! ☺
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The C-141 had to divert from the intended landing field at Yakota Air Base because
of weather – night, low visibility, rain and fog
Iwakuni presented “best” option out of a list of non-optimal landing choices
Pilot pushed forward on yoke to “stick” airplane on the runway. However, this action
lifted the main gear off runway and enhanced the hydroplaning
hydroplaning.
Without the main gear on the runway, the thrust reversers could not deploy and the
anti-lock brakes would not function
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Runway builders have done a lot through the years to make runways usable under
a variety of environmental conditions all through the year and through all weather
and environmental anomalies
Tire pressurization is a function of supporting aircraft weight, absorbing and
cushioning the impact of landing, factoring into ground roll (to include braking),
accounting for friction, and a number of other matters, to include hydroplaning.
The Iwakuni mishap demonstrates that the best of tire pressure engineering – and
airfield infrastructure support – means nothing if pilots are not taught these valuable
factoids and their relevance to aircraft ground operations.
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Know your maximum tire inflation and its hydroplane speed. Then, when on wet
pavement, slow to some speed below hydroplaning speed!
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H.H. Arnold got the nickname of “Hap” because of his proclivity to smile
Hap, as a lieutenant, set the world altitude record for flight by going up to 6,000 feet!
Today, this altitude is common for student pilots to attain and use on their crosscountry training.
Hap Arnold personally worked with airplane manufacturers to develop a synergistic
partnership of quality AND technological advancement. His greatest achievement in
this regard is the P-51 Mustang and taking it from “unacceptable” to one of the
greatest fighters ever put into production.
During WW2, Hap experienced 3 heart attacks, refused a medical discharge, and
kept going forward.
for ard His attit
attitude
de was
as “As long as m
my bo
boys
s are fighting an air war,
ar the
least I can do is give them all the office support they need to do their job”. (This is
one of the reasons that air crews admired, liked and respected General Arnold…
they knew he was looking out for them).
Upon retirement, Hap and his family settled in the agrarian Sonoma County,
C lif i and
California
d 2 weeks
k llater,
t h
he passed
d away iin hi
his sleep.
l
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Through sheer luck and fortune, many things were done precisely right on the
Wright Flyer mishap analysis, to include photographs. Hap merely “codified” these
procedures and refined them.
From a quality and safety perspective, mishap investigation procedures and Lean
Six Sigma align very closely.
As you will see later in this presentation, the Air Force has a mere 30 days from
time of mishap to have it “wrapped-up”
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Res ipsa locquitor – the thing speaks for itself
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Res ipsa locquitor
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Talking with the Safety Officer / Investigator is like talking to the Chaplain
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Specializations are brought in on an as needed basis
Public Affairs handles the media inquiries. Safety/Investigator needs to stay out of
limelight to get the job done.
In the F-16 loss of flight information mishap from computer and electronic failure
(Harduval incident)
incident), the Flight Surgeon gave his copy of the mishap report to the
widow and her attorney. He showed up dead within 6 months of the grieving widow
winning a lawsuit against General Dynamics. The HBO movie “Afterburn” is about
this mishap (Laura Dern, Robert Loggia). In a nutshell: the F-16 has 2 inertial
guidance systems and a 3rd backup system (conventional pitot static). The mishap
pilot used the two “failing” inertial systems, and did not use the standby system. As
an aside, the standbyy system
y
gauges
g
g are smaller than a silver dollar.
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If Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) challenges are made on any mishap report,
the Air Force claims “Executive Privilege”. At this point, Air Force attorneys contact
and bring in their counterparts at the Department of Justice to “defend” the
government’s executive privilege over these internal working documents.
The NTSB will take 18-24 months for their investigations, and most are done in an
open forum.
As an aside, the NTSB works for Congress, but use FAA facilities. The President
nominates key board members and the Senate provides and Up-or-down vote on
the nominee. After that, NTSB investigations are totally autonomous. The NTSB
staff of experts presents their analysis to the NTSB key members, who then
discuss, vote and publish it.
If desired, the NTSB can take precedence on any aviation incident – civil or military.
Generally, the NTSB stays away from military incidents, to include former Secretary
of Commerce Secretary, Ron Brown, discussed later.
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Common sense actions. You don’t want people “dotting I’s and crossing T’s” after
the fact.
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A lot of “posturing” and “editing” occurs as the report wends it way to the Flight
Safety Center, and arm of the Inspector General of the Air Force.
The Flight Safety Center goes back to the Safety Officer’s (Investigator) original
notes and reports and uses them to craft it’s cover document.
Because the Air Force IG “owns”
owns the report – findings,
findings causes
causes, analysis – and is a
direct report to the Chief of Staff, with lateral to Secretary of the Air Force, no
MAJCOM Commander is going to “rattle the cage” once the report has gone from
his desk to the Flight Safety Center and IG.
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Build-up slide
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#11 is about a landmark T-43 gyro failure and amount of additional time spent
investigating its root cause.
This is because with the AHRS being in every single USAF airplane, it was too risky
to not completely and thoroughly investigate it to the max.
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Easiest to hardest methodologies
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Photographs: get natural daylight photos from a professional photographer who is
on the government payroll
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Robin Olds was so into flying that he offered to give back a star and wear a
colonel’s eagles just to keep himself in the cockpit and on the flight line.
Tea cup dialogues: Just as General Olds believed in the “inborn” nature of flying,
General Chuck Yeager often stated “”there is no such thing as a naturally born
pilot”.
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Colonel Boyd found a way to “use” (some people claim “stole”) mainframe computer
calculating capability to “crunch” numbers on his energy maneuverability theories.
The net result of Boyd’s work manifested in the F-16 Fighting Falcon, YF-17
(Northrop twin-engine fighter that McDonnell-Douglas modified under a “technology
license” to become the F/A-18 Hornet), and A-10 Thunderbolt II.
John Boyd got the nickname of “Forty Second Boyd” from his ability to go from an
air-to-air position of disadvantage to winning the engagement in 40 seconds or less.
Part of his thinking process for this “shifting the advantage” employed the ObserveOrient-Decide-Act (OODA) concept. OODA was the mneumonic device used for
teaching fighter pilots how to get the air-to-air advantage.
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Dr Dully developed a wealth of observations and tools to identify characteristics of the
“failing aviator”. These characteristics were relatively easy to identify by flight surgeon
and aircrew colleague alike. The end game was to prevent an aviator from strapping
into cockpit for which he/she was not fully available to execute the mission with
success.
The title, “Sex and the Naval Aviator” resulted from a marketing gimmick to get
attention and attendance at his talks. Dully recognized that flying is perceived as a
“sexy” business and capitalized upon this perception to make his keen insights on
human factors involved in flying safety.
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Student Pilot (SP) departed VMC and entered IMC. All T-37 training was done
under VMC and instrument flying got introduced (and mastered) in the T-38
segment of training.
SP was in a MOA (Military Operating Area) for solo practice. A MOA is generally 700
ft Above Ground Level to 14,500 ft AGL (and sometimes up to but not including
18,000 ft MSL).
When SP entered IMC, he became disoriented, improperly handled the flight
controls, and entered an unintentional spin. SP was not able to stop the spin and
opted to eject.
The flat impact and circular/spiral
circ lar/spiral nat
nature
re of debris are the wreckage
reckage indicators of a
spin.
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Instructor Pilots (IP) are the backbone of all training, particularly initial student
training. As such, any IP is ready to let a SP make a mistake and correct that
mistake as part of the learning process.
The purpose of two IPs for Student Pilot training is so that there will “alertness”
because 1 IP will rest while the other IP handles SOF duties – “Check gear down
and locked; clear for the option”.
The mishap IPs arranged the following “bet”: From the midfield downwind, I can
precisely land this airplane at “brick one” with only one (1) throttle setting.
The first IP set his throttle at midfield downwind and did not make any other
adj stment to incl
adjustment,
include
de when
hen noticing that “short final” was
as lo
low on altit
altitude.
de The
second IP did nothing to intervene.
The airplane skidded along the runway and effectively closed it until further notice.
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Education is an effective means of bringing about change behavior, imparting new
knowledge, and reinforcing right behavior.
Education is the least expensive means of implementing “change”, engineering is
the most expensive means of implementing change.
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Charleston AFB, SC provided both aircrew and aircraft to make weekly courier runs
throughout the Caribbean, Central America, and South America regions.
The aircraft of choice was the C-141 Starlifter, the first all-jet cargo transport
airplane. The C-141 serviced both military and State Department needs, with the
preponderance of material falling into the category of “diplomatic pouches”.
The air traffic control system south of the United States has historically lagged the
US in both radar coverage,
coverage ground based navigational aids (presence
(presence, accuracy
accuracy,
and maintenance), and voice frequency coverage. The international language of
aviation is “English”.
The mishap crew received an ATC instruction: “Cleared from FL240 to FL180, pilot’s
discretion; cleared the VOR approach into La Paz”.
The mishap crew was east of the VOR and started their descent at an altitude well
above 18,000. As a result, the C-141 was not operating “inside” the protected basin
and impacted Mount Potosi.
Given the fact that August is the middle of winter in the southern hemisphere, it took
3 months before any mishap investigation or recovery could occur.
Given the deterioration of human remains, body identification was not possible and
all were interred in a mass burial.
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Reproduction of Approach plate into La Paz (at the time, the airfield was called John
F Kennedy International Airport in memory of America’s 35th President.
The key to flying this approach is to be at precisely 18,000 feet over the VOR, lose
2,500 ft within 10 NM of that VOR and turn inbound to the FAF being no higher than
15,070 ft before final descent into the runway.
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Middle Eastern SP was practicing maneuvers solo in the MOA.
SP misread altimeter by 10,000 feet
The School of Aerospace Physiology and Aerospace Medicine at Brooks AFB, TX
(San Antonio – closed as part of Base Realignment and Closure or BRAC and
converted to “Brooks
Brooks City”
City in 2002)
Results of their human factors re-engineering are seen in an upcoming slide
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This is the wreckage of the Split-S mishap airplane after it was relocated to a
hangar for preservation and analysis
Destroyed airplanes do not look at all like an airplane. Component identification can
be difficult.
Sifting through wreckage for clues consumes a lot of time and resources
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Notice how much easier it is to read the “new” altimeter on the right – especially if
wearing a flight helmet, oxygen mask, and visors in the “down” position.
In the original altimeter, the arrow with the triangle represents 10,000 ft, the short
needle represents thousands of feet, and the short needle represents hundreds of
feet.
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Focus attention inside the white circle at the trim control button.
This mishap resulted from a “bad habit” of the SP placing her left hand on top the
stick to help with the pull-back for vertical maneuvering.
On the mishap maneuver, the trim button was actuated and the elevator trim when
to a full, nose-up position, at which time the SP lost control of the airplane.
The blue line represents the vertical profile in cross-section of the T-38’s flight path
and comes from radar readouts with altitude encoding.
This was the first female fatality in pilot training. Because the Air Force was under a
Congressional mandate to make female pilots become a reality quickly, the
Secretary of the Air Force relayed this message to the generals. The generals, in
turn, emphasized getting female SP through training without any delays – no
washouts, no holding back. Unfortunately and consequently, improper procedures
and bad habits were not proactively handled and the remedies used for Caucasian,
Black and Asian heritage males were not applied.
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Ground wreckage pattern of a high-speed, high-angle of impact crash
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The RF-4C crew from Shaw AFB, SC – consisting of a Pilot and Weapon System
Officer (WSO) – made a conscious crew decision to fly lower than the prescribed
low-level route altitude over Georgia.
Both crewmembers had altimeters and radar altimeters available to them. Both
crewmembers had full access to flight controls.
The jet engines ingested the tops of conifers and both engines began spoolingdown. The crew safely ejected and watch the airplane descend wings level into and
through the pine forest.
This photo graphically displays the flight path and aids in mishap reconstruction.
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No airplane type or size is immune from birdstrikes! Combat aircraft will receive as
much damage (if not more) as cargo airplanes.
The kinetic energy equation is KE = ½ (mv2)
The significant factor is the velocity-squared (v2)
As will be seen, significant damage to aircraft structure does occur and can
adversely impact structural integrity
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The Thunderbird “Diamond” are the 4 core airplanes: Lead (1), Left Wing (2), Right
Wing
g ((3),
), and Slot ((4).
) As an aside,, Slot flies upside-down,
p
, behind and triangulated
g
byy
the other 3 airplanes. Airplane 5 is Lead Solo and Airplane 6 is Opposing Solo.
Airplanes 5 & 6 divide their roles between augmenting the “Diamond” formation and
demonstrating the maneuverability and artistry of what a jet airplane can do.
With Lead Solo and Opposing Solo setting-up for their next maneuver, the “Diamond”
pulled into a line-abreast,, fingertip
p
g p formation and initiated an inside loop.
p
After much Congressional debate – much of it to terminate military flight demonstration
teams as having “no value” – cooler heads prevailed and Resolution 248 was passed
authorizing precision military aerial demonstration teams to continue in perpetuity.
Th Thunderbirds
The
Th d bi d (an
( alternative
lt
ti name for
f the
th mythological
th l i l Phoenix)
Ph
i ) arose ffrom th
their
i
ashes with the all-new, frontline fighter, F-16 Falcon in an incredible paint scheme as
their demonstration plane. All former Thunderbird pilots still on active duty were asked
to come back to this special duty assignment and rebuild the team, to include new
maneuvers that would showcase the F-16’s flight capabilities and American
aeronautical technology at its best.
The Navy Blue Angels were allowed to trade-in their A-4Skyhawk trainers for their new
F/A-18 Hornet (keeping the same Blue and Gold paint scheme). The “Blues” introduced
the “Twinkle” maneuver as one of their “Wow!” factors.
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Maintenance functional check pilots are good, dependable, solid pilots who understand the
airplane and its systems. It’s a prestigious assignment because you get to fly almost daily
without having to go through the “drudgery” of the flying squadron’s day-to-day sorties, yet
being able to deploy and fly in the ORI (Operational Readiness Inspection).
The Wing had both the F-4 and F-16 because it was programmed to transition from the
Phantom to the Falcon over the next 14 months. The mishap pilot was qualified in both
airplanes and was one of the first pilots checked-out in the F-16. Doing maintenance check
flights allowed him to keep currency in both jets. The purpose of these check flights is to
make sure the flight controls work properly, the engine works properly, and avionics work
properly – nothing more, nothing less.
The mishap pilot did something at around FL200 that induced a series of cascading
problems
bl
iin th
the F
F-16.
16
The maintenance officer / widow was asked a number of questions about her relationship
with the mishap pilot to include the previous 72-hours; and neighbors were also
interviewed.
B
Because
off the
th Challenger
Ch ll
mishap,
i h
the
th Falcon
F l
rested
t d in
i the
th Gulf
G lf off M
Mexico
i ffor 6 months.
th
The “black box” has never been found. The ejection seat has several “chips” to include one
that gives airspeed and stops at 847 knots TAS. One of the investigators calculated the
Falcon was at Mach 2 when the pilot ejected.
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This mishap became part of the Flight Safety Center mishap lab given many
unusual characteristics that it presents, to include composite components and the
titanium engine meltdown.
Placing and posing a person into the picture provides perspective on relative part
size
The PJ or pararescue jumped from the cargo deck of a C-130 Hercules from ~20
feet above the light sea swells as the pilots flew the Herc at 10 knots above stalling
speed. The PJ found the pilot face-down in the water suspended between his
parachute and life raft. The PJ, while treading water and supporting the mishap
pilot, administered artificial respiration until a rescue helicopter arrived 45 minutes
later. The medics took over and the pilot was pronounced DOA at MacDill hospital
by a flight surgeon.
The Air Force puts tremendous resources into bringing our aircrews back alive,
whether peacetime or armed hostility.
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The pilot was within 6 months of retirement and had spent most of his career flying
a variety of C
C-130
130 missions and profiles
profiles. The co-pilot
co pilot was a top-graduate
top graduate from his
pilot class and retained by Air Training Command as a FAIP – First Assignment
Instructor Pilot – in the T-38, testimony to his skill and capability.
The “backend” of the T-43 was occupied by Instructor Navigators of the Air Force
and Navy – 6 Senior instructors and 12 instructors going through “seat training”
before being assigned their own coterie of students.
The pilot did his first needle-ball-airspeed spin recovery since T-37 training some 20
years earlier. The pilots flew the airplane to Vancouver International because it was
the closest airfield capable of accommodating an airplane of this size.
The FSO, with strong general officer support, concurrence and “push” from the
Fli ht S
Flight
Safety
f t Center,
C t continued
ti
d to
t investigate
i
ti t and
d analyze
l
th
the AHRS gyroscope.
The maintenance depot at McGuire AFB, NJ performed AHRS gyro overhauls and
when done, shipped the unit with the gyro at the “3 o’clock position”. Bench testing
consistently showed that the gyro could go to the 6 o’clock position, to include
following 2 hours of “normal” operation. However, by shipping the gyro locked
between the “10 to 2 o’clock positions” the gyro would always erect at the desired
12 o’clock position.
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Black Boxes initially served as secondary backup to examining wrinkled hulls and
damaged components. Over the years, the Black Boxes have become the primary
instrument and tool for analyzing “what went wrong”.
Anecdotal: when the CVR was first being deployed and a conversation took place
with the Russians, the Russian stated that they have had cameras with sound since
the beginning! And there was no question of who did and said what!
The black box bodies are made of heavy and durable material to withstand crash
forces. Current engine technology will not support an airplane made to black box
specifications being able to fly, let alone be controllable if airborne.
In the Eg
Egypt
pt Air 990 crash follo
following
ing take
take-off
off for JFK (31 October 1999)
1999), the black
boxes revealed the pilots were fighting each other for airplane control and in the
process made the situation much worse. Had one pilot handled the flying portion of
the emergency, the Boeing 767 would have safely recovered and been able to make
it into JFK.
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Naval Aviation is rich in capability, experience, and lessons learned from safety
investigations
The above aircraft play a role in the next series of slides
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In the 1980s, Members of the U.S. House of Representatives – Barbara Boxer (Millbrae, CA – a suburb
of San Francisco) and Pat Schroder (Colorado Springs
Springs, CO) – were leading proponents of “women's’
women s
rights” in commerce and government, especially the military. Both openly chastised men, particularly
senior military officers and members of the service secretariat, as being responsible for holding women
“back”.
Against this backdrop, Kara Hultgreen and Lisa Nowak applied for and were accepted into premiere
aviation jobs within the Navy.
Lt Hultgreen left the P-3 community to fly carrier jets. She wanted the very high performance F-14, and
would not consider the A-6 which had “gentler” handling characteristics and a Naval Flight Officer (NFO)
to her immediate right. Lt Hultgreen wanted to be THE pilot on future space missions and knew that
carrier flight ops in the hottest jet were her career building opportunity. On the mishap day, “Revlon” was
low on approach to the carrier, had a compressor stall, was “lazy” on the rudders when she went to
afterburner on the functioning engine, and subsequently crashed into the carrier’s fan tail as she lost
aircraft control. The NFO ejected safely. Her P-3 records indicated numerous incidents of being “slow”
on rudder authority.
Captain Nowak also had transport time before her special duty assignment with NASA and the space
shuttle. As with Lt Hultgreen, performance and behavioral idiosyncrasies were overlooked and allowed
to continue. Although there was no fatality, this Rockville, MD native lost her husband and children
through divorce and only allowed to have supervised visits. In August 2010, a Navy Board of Admirals
reduced her rank from Captain to Commander and discharged her from the Navy. A number of
psychological factors elicited in testimony made many of Ms Nowak’s hearings “closed”.
These incidents demonstrate where the “system”
system set-up
set up otherwise capable aviators to “fail”
fail and was led
by women with political agendas for their own gain. Both former Members of the House wasted no time
in blaming the Navy and NASA for each woman’s failure – while conveniently not mentioning the number
of brow-beating sessions, phone calls, and letters sent to the respective government managers
“threating” budget reviews, program cancellations, etc
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In 1982, Fairchild AFB experienced a fatal airshow crash between a B-52 and KC-135 during a formation
position change at 500 feet above the airfield. The pending 1994 airshow was its first use of Wing assets
in a flying demonstration.
The actual crash can be viewed on “You Tube” – just type “Fairchild B52 Crash” to bring up the video.
The pilot was a hard-charging, extreme risk-taking Lt Col that crew members did not want to fly with.
However, he was very dependable for good results on the ORI. He was on yet another one of his many
“probations” and could only fly when the Lt Col Squadron Commander was with him in the airplane, as
was the case on the mishap day.
Because a KC-135 was on the runway, the B-52 could not land. The pilot asked for a 360o turn in place,
which Tower approved. The pilot then proceeded to turn the B52 in a tight turn more suited for the F16.
He proceeded to put the airplane into an accelerated stall, lost flying speed while in 90 degrees of bank,
and “crashed”
crashed . The co-pilot (Squadron Commander) successfully ejected but was consumed in the
ensuing fireball of the crash. This video shows how an airplane laden with fuel leaves no remnants (a
point for 9-11 conspiracy theorists to remember).
The Safety investigation determined the aircrew knowingly exceeded all aircraft performance capability.
The Deputy Commander for Operations (DO) was found in a separate hearing to be “negligent”
negligent and
guilty of “dereliction of duty” in fostering flying discipline and keeping good order.
As with the KC-135 1988 mishap at Valdez, AK, the regular crew got “bumped” by senior officers
needing end-of-year flying time. These senior Lt Col and Colonels flew an approach into Valdez clearly
annotated “STOL Aircraft Only”. The KC-135 has never been STOL capable under any configuration.
The B52 requires 8 minutes – and lots of airspace – to execute a 360 degree turn.
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The DC-9 is a rugged work horse within the airline industry
If the pilots get too ham-fisted, this is what happens…
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Grand Canary Island Las Palmas airport was closed because of a bomb explosion and
airlines were diverted to Tenerife and its Los Rodeos airport. (As an aside, Lanzarote is
where the 1983 heroic fantasy film, Krull, was filmed).
On the mishap afternoon, two B-747 were back-taxiing on Rwy 30 for takeoff to Las
Palmas, which had just reopened. PanAm was following KLM. Sudden fog came in and
PanAm got “lost” on the runway and did not turn off on Taxiwy 3 as instructed. KLM captain
took it upon himself to takeoff without verifying PanAm had cleared the runway. Moreover,
KLM had NOT been cleared to takeoff by Tower. KLM, Captain Jacob van Zantan wanted
to comply with the very strict company rules about crew duty day. Captain Van Zantan was
the top 747 pilot for KLM.
g KLM jjet and tried to g
get off
PanAm crew under Captain Victor Grubbs saw approaching
runway into grass.
KLM crew saw PanAm as they were building airspeed and tried to “jump” their jumbo over
PanAm. KLM tail dragged and sparked on runway; aircraft gained 1 meter of altitude before
impacting PanAm at 1706 hours (local and GMT).
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Outcomes:
Standardized all international English phraseology and precise instructions
Only 1 airplane on a runway at a time – no “expediting”
Better understanding of “Get-there-it is” by pilots. Both KLM Captain and PanAm
Captain were spring-loaded to get to Grand Canary International Las Palmas Airport
and common sense, and sound aeronautical decision-making were missing
Tenerife Controllers wanted to “empty” their airfield of all the airliners diverted from
Las Palmas
Tenerife opened a much better, newer airport in 1979 that had been driven by tourist
and passenger demands to be closer to the resorts on the southside of the island
and avoid the 2 hour drive!
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Providence airport is operating in dense, early morning, low light fog
Landing UA 1448 gets “lost” on taxi to terminal. Female first officer and female
ground controller get into argument, with UA 1448 Captain jumping into
communication stream. UA 1448 definitely is on the active runway and has
announced it. Ground control says that is not possible and clears FedEx 1662 for
takeoff.
FedEx passes an estimated 50 feet above UA 1448
When instructed to taxi into position for takeoff, US Air 2998 exercises his pilot-incommand authority to stay stationary on a taxiway until the location of UA 1448 is
known, 1448 is subsequently at the terminal, and the runway is known to be clear.
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Jimmy Carter, 39th President of the United States, is perceived as “weak”, vacillating, and
incapable
p
of making
g a decision
Iranian dissidents, at the urging of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, storm the US Embassy and
take 53 prisoners. Like Ho Chi Minh (of Vietnam) Khomeini spent many years in exile in France
and received many privileges.
President Carter does nothing following the initial crisis. Military has a “plan”, but will need soil
samples CIA flies its “borrowed”
samples.
borrowed T-43 to Iranian desert to get soil samples
samples. Although retired in
2010, the T-43 – a Boeing 737-200, designed for navigator training – had 17 aircraft produced
(and became “tipping point” customer for airlines to make it the most popular airliner of all
time). Twelve aircraft were based at Mather AFB, CA (Sacramento), 4 at Buckley ANGB, CO
(Denver), and 1 loaned to the CIA, #72-0286, the “official” Air Force photo taken over Lake
Tahoe during winter with snow on the mountains.
Operation Eagle Claw quickly morphed into a recruiting poster campaign: All the services
would be involved. Yet, none of the uniformed services ever practiced together and the
participants never did any coordination.
The nature and conditions of “fine sand” were never considered. An Air Force member was
visually marshalling at night (no voice comm) a Marine crew in the air
air-taxiing
taxiing RH
RH-53.
53 When the
Air Force troop was temporarily “blinded” by blowing sand grit, he began stepping backwards,
The RH-53 pilot perceived he was drifting backwards, so he corrected by going forward, and
struck a parked EC-130 transferring fuel, causing a major dessert, night fire. There went the
element of “surprise”.
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College professor of aeronautical engineering and Reserve General for logistics, requested and
received Sea Stallion maintenance records. He quickly determined the Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF) was 20 hours. With this, he did a Poisson calculation and determined the
minimum number of Sea Stallions needed were 15 to just depart the Nimitz!
Such calculations are now mandatory by the Defense Department. Also required are “joint
practice exercises” for any contemplated activity.
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President Bill Clinton is working his way through the Bosnia-Serbia and rest of the
former Yugoslavia crisis. He has dispatched Secretary of Commerce, Ron Brown,
on a trade mission. This is because “trade” and “good economics” make war
unnecessary. A T-43, retrofitted from the downsizing navigator training program into
an “executive seating” configuration is on “loan” to European operations – USAFEurope and USAF-NATO. The T-43, as a military version of the commercial B-737 is
ideally suited for all air operations throughout Europe.
The above graphic, courtesy of Flight Safety Foundation (FSF), shows the intended
flight activity for the day
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Cilipi Airport, outside of Dubrovnik has an NDB approach. When it comes to
approaches, the NDB is the least sophisticated, yet easiest to maintain from a cost
and labor perspective.
This particular NDB approach into Dubrovnik requires two (2) separate and distinct
NDB instruments be in the airplane. The T-43 has a grand total of one (1) NDB.
When doing instrument approaches, the following philosophy and “rule” holds true:
the more precise the approach media, the lower the approach minimum and the
less precise the approach media, the higher the altitude.
Headquarters, USAF in Europe (USAFE) to give the T-43 maximum latitude and
fle ibilit in operating throughout
flexibility
thro gho t E
Europe
rope iss
issued
ed the cre
crew a special waiver
ai er letter to
go to altitudes below Air Force published minimums. The crew, which had flown
once before into Cilipi, opted to use their waiver to initiate the approach – which was
below published minimums (and a no-no for Air Force operations) – and fly the
NDB, even though they had but a single unit when two (2) were clearly required.
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The pilot crew realized through cloud breaks where they were and initiated an
immediate climb to get back up to altitude and plan a more viable strategy.
Unfortunately, their decision to abort the approach and execute “missed approach”
came too late. They impacted a mountain 75 feet below the summit in a 14-degree
nose-up attitude (ideal for aborting an approach and optimal climb out). All were
killed upon impact except for an Air Force sergeant who expired during an air
ambulance evacuation to the hospital.
After a lot of politics on who would investigate – NTSB or Air Force – the Air Force
Flight Safety Center was selected. The key findings were that the NDB approach
cannot be considered as a viable approach without appropriate equipment and the
crew was better trained than to make such a dumb decision. More importantly, the
safety investigation cited HQ USAFE as a significant contributing factor by issuing a
waiver to allow their air crews to operate below published Air Force minimums.
minimums The
Safety Board issued a very strong statement citing that Air Force published
minimums are the lowest acceptable minimum, no command can lower that
minimum, and any command may make the minimum higher based upon aircraft,
air crew, operating theater.
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Before and after pictures of T-43, serial number 73-1149
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The rest of the story with the “passionate cadet” is as follows:
Cadet learned he had impregnated his girlfriend prior to taking his mishap sortie #1.
The cadet was NOT supposed to be involved in a romantic relationship or have a
steady girlfriend at his particular stage of training.
Just prior to Mishap #2, Cadet learns he is going to be a father for a second time
and with a birth very close to his pregnant girlfriend’s
girlfriend s delivery! The mother-to-be
mother to be is
his girlfriend’s mother! Talk about keeping it all in the family! ☺
The cadet was obviously following the examples and philosophy of his Commanderin-Chief, Bill Clinton, and not that of integrity expressed by his superior Academy
officers.
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Jim Graham (67), pilot had a lifelong career in aviation beginning with the US Navy in
WW2. His two passengers, along for the ride, were Jack Lewis (48, financial advisor) and
Brian Oliver (23, part-time employee when not at Diablo Valley College). Graham’s Baron
(N1494G) was kept in excellent operating condition and insured by Associated Aviation
Underwriters (AAU), which was jointly owned by the Chubb Group and Continental
Insurance since its 1929 founding. The underwriter was the Assistant VP for Northern
California and former Navy pilot assigned to Neptune sub-hunters, John P Middleton.
Fatalities:
Pam Stafford (22) - was getting fitted for wedding ring; with burns to over 80% of her body,
life support was disconnected on Dec 24 and she expired quickly and quietly
Alexander Luong (Age 14 months), passed away December 29
Chandrika Shah (49) died 2 weeks later
Patricia Joanne Larson (45) died 7 weeks later
Sun Valley Mall continues to operate as does Buchanan Field at the same locations as on
the mishap day.
Sidenote: The present day location of Buchanan is its third venue since its founding with
prior moves accomplished to keep it separated from encroaching civilization
civilization. Buchanan is
bounded by the Sacramento River to the north, oil refineries to the west, golf course to the
south, and hills/light industry to the east.
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John Kennedy – John-John as America remembered the little boy of the late President –
was always fascinated by airplanes. He learned how to fly in a Cessna 172 Skyhawk and
promptly purchased an ultra sophisticated Piper Saratoga upon getting his private license.
As publisher of “George” magazine, he combined use of his airplane for both business and
personal pleasure. Because he broke his foot and was in a cast, he was not able to fly as
pilot-in-command for medical reasons – a casted foot cannot operate rudder pedals.
Consequently he hired a flight instructor to accompany him
Consequently,
him. The flight instructor he used
was highly capable because this instructor was also a first officer (co-pilot) for American
Eagle, a regional commuter.
On the mishap night, Kennedy’s cast had been removed and he had done a daytime flight
solo. However, he had gone well over 90 days for any night flying. The FAA requires 3
landings to a full-stop in the preceding 90 days before allowing passengers to ride. This 90d llanding
day
di currency iis a self-administered
lf d i i t d currency th
thatt iis lleft
ft tto personall iintegrity.
t it
On the mishap night, Kennedy took off from Teterboro, NJ airport with his wife (Carolyn)
and her twin sister (Lauren) well out of night currency. He refused “ride along” assistance
from 3 separate flight instructors. He opted not to file a flight plan and opted not to use flight
following radar services (all free).
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About 15 NM from Martha’s Vineyard, Kennedy opted to take the Saratoga off
autopilot and hand-fly the airplane. As a non-instrument rated pilot, he had no visual
horizon by which to orient the airplane.
The airplane experienced a stall with subsequent spin. Kennedy did not or was not
capable of recovering the airplane from a spin. When the airplane reached and
exceeded VNE – never exceed speed, because it is where the airplanes breaks
apart – the airplane did break apart before various pieces came to rest on the ocean
floor some 115 feet below the surface.
Had he left the airplane on autopilot, it would have flown to the center of the airfield.
At that time, he simply had to click the microphone switch 7 times to get maximum
g
g on every
y runway
y and taxiway.
y
intensityy lighting
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How the collision looked from pilot perspective at ~9:30 AM (local)
Santa Maria was the venue for the movie “The Rocketeer” and has maintained a
late 1930’s ambiance through the years
San Rafael is Novato (Gnoss Field)
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The Baron pilot failed to say “I am declaring an emergency”
Goes from Center to Approach to JFK Tower Controller
The DC-10 Captain, on his own initiative, began orbiting NYC at FL240 without
clearance, and began talking to the Baron pilot like a friendly flight instructor sitting
next to him. It was the DD-10 Captain’s calmness, professionalism, and overall
demeanor that got Baron pilot and Controller working together
together.
Delta does not authorize or approve it’s Captains doing such a stunt. ATC does not
allow airliners full of passengers to just start orbiting without clearance. Yet in this
particular case, it was the only thing to be done and both the FARs and Airline Regs
allow for this type of deviation to handle an emergency.
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NASA specially modified a B-747 to transport the DC-9/MD-80 sized Shuttle from any landing
spot in the world back to Cape Canaveral for its next launch.
Pilots operating at non-towered airports always talked about the low wing aircraft landing on
top a high wing aircraft because this was the worse possible combination: low wing pilot cannot
see down; high wing pilot cannot see up.
Well, it happened and fortunately everyone walked unhurt! A “new” private pilot was in the
Piper. A student pilot with instructor was in the Cessna. The instructor landed both airplanes.
The Piper was displaced to the right so that it’s propeller did not penetrate the Cessna.
The Piper pilot was able to return to his home airfield. He was assigned 10 hours of additional
dual
d
al instr
instruction
ction with
ith a caref
carefully
ll selected instr
instructor
ctor in lie
lieu of license ssuspension
spension or re
revocation.
ocation
The flight instructor received a significant flying safety award, that in part cited his 25 years of
flight instruction accident free. The Cessna required only minor repairs.
As for the student pilot, she earned and received her Private Pilot License 12 days later on
December 24, 1999 just before noon!
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Lockheed Aerospace is the leader in transport cargo aircraft, beginning with the C130 Hercules, the most widely sold and used transport in the world. Lockheed
created the first all-jet transport with the C-141 in 1963 and the Air Force accepted it
as fully operational in 1965. Leveraging the C-141 design, Lockheed created the C5 Galaxy in 1968 with it becoming operational in 1970.
The C-5 cargo compartment is 19 feet wide, 13.5 feet high, and 121 feet long
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Failure of Engine 2 is no cause for alarm… the airplane still flies safely
Unfortunately, the mishap crew (instructor qualified) had not computed an engine loss
speed nor had they computed the amount of fuel necessary to burn or jettison for a
normal landing
Consequently they had no target airspeed
airspeed, touched down too heavy and too fast
No fatalities, no serious injuries (some sore muscles and jolting)
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Pictures tell the story
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The improvement of ejection seats technologically plays a key role
The biggest driver in the improving mishap rate was going to jet engines and having
pilots be assigned a single airplane type
The jet engine has 1 moving part: the long shaft
The reciprocating engine has 4,876 moving parts – more opportunity for something
to go wrong or mask a more serious problem
Being assigned to a single type of airplane allows a pilot to be totally focused on all
its operating parameters and be a complete expert
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This slide addresses the image of the booze chugging, skirt chasing, psychopathic
pilot of Hollywood
There are “guidelines and rules” in place
The Navy did a very good study to generate quantitative data. After 3 days (72
hours) of becoming inebriated
inebriated, it was a matter of personal metabolism
metabolism, DNA and
lifestyle relative to residual effects of alcohol being in the body system.
When drunk, pilots could not fly the airplane.
Following 8 hours, pilots could not handle emergencies
Took 72+
72 hours to be able to fly the airplane AND handle emergencies
Very few pilots make the news for “drinking” before a flight because the pilot
community is highly conservative when it comes to safety and follows the regs. You
read about the aberrant fringes, not the mainstream.
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